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Abstract: In the current international situation, energy storage is an important means for countries
to stabilize their energy supply, of which underground storage of natural gas is an important part.
Depleted gas reservoir type underground gas storage (UGS) has become the key type of gas storage to
be built by virtue of safety and environmental protection and low cost. The multi-cycle high injection
and production rate of natural gas in the depleted gas reservoir type UGS will cause the in-situ stress
disturbance. The slip risk of fault in the geological system increases greatly compared with that
before the construction of the storage engineering, which becomes a great threat to the sealing of the
gas storage. Reasonable injection and production strategy depend on the reliable assessment of the
shear behavior of the fault belt, which can guarantee the sealing characteristics of the UGS geological
system and the efficient operation of the UGS. Therefore, the shear behavior of the fault is studied
by carrying out experiments, which can provide important parameters for the evaluation of fault
stability. However, there is a large gap between the rock samples used in the previous experimental
study and the natural faults, and it is difficult to reflect the shear failure characteristics of natural
faults. In this paper, similar fault models based on high-precision three-dimensional scanners and
engraving machines, filled with three types of fault gouge, are prepared for a batch of representative
direct shear tests. The results show that the peak shear strength of the fault rocks with a shear surface
is higher than that of the fault rocks with a tensile surface. Compared with the clay mineral content,
the roughness of the fault surface is much more significant for the shear strength of the fault rock.
For the fault rocks with similar fault surface morphology, the higher the clay content in the fault
gouge, the greater the shear strength of the fault rocks. For the fault rocks with different fault surface
morphology and the same fault gouge, the cohesion and internal friction angle of the tensile type is
generally smaller than that of the shear type.

Keywords: depleted gas storage; underground gas storage; filled fault; fault gouge; shear failure; 3D
fractal dimension of roughness

1. Introduction

Underground storage of energy is an important strategic project for countries to cope
with rising energy prices, ensure a secure energy supply and stable economic develop-
ment, and make full use of underground space [1–3]. Depleted gas reservoirs are an
important part of natural gas storage, generally converted from unconventional and shale
gas reservoirs at the end of development [4]. This type of UGS is characterized by low
permeability, strong non-homogeneity, deep burial, multi-phase fluid flow, and a complex
mechanism of fluid–solid coupling [5,6] and is hydraulically fractured and modified at
the initial stage of development [7–10]. This development method makes the geological
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conditions complex after the transformation into a gas storage reservoir, containing more
faults with tectonic fragmentation (shown in Figure 1), which poses a huge challenge to
the long and stable operation of the gas storage reservoir and pressure expansion. The gas
injection and production rate of the gas storage facility is several times higher than that
during the development period. The multi-cycle, high-intensity injection, and production
operation mode will affect the stability of the phase and the ability of natural gas adsorption
analysis [11]. It will cause disturbance to the stability of the fault, easily trigger fault shear
slip, and cause damage to the sealing performance of the gas storage facility [12]. There is a
risk of inducing an earthquake [13]. Therefore, the study of fault shear characteristics can
provide an important theoretical basis for gas storage construction, injection-production
operating parameters, and capacity expansion design.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of depleted gas reservoir type UGS.

To study the characteristics of fault shear slip, many scholars at home and abroad have
conducted a lot of research work. These works mainly focus on unfilled fault rock samples
and have achieved certain theoretical and experimental results. Wang [14] conducted
laboratory experiments to examine how the crack propagation process, failure modes, and
mechanical properties of the specimens were influenced by different flaw inclination angles,
rock bridge lengths, and rock bridge inclination angles. The experimental results revealed
that the specimens exhibited two types of failure modes: shear failure and tensile–shear
failure, and the rock bridge coalescence modes could be classified into three categories:
tensile crack coalescence, shear crack coalescence, and no coalescence. The peak strength
of the specimens increased progressively with the increase of the rock bridge length and
inclination angle, while it decreased gradually with the increase of the flaw inclination
angle. The shear strength parameters (cohesion c and internal friction angle u) of the
specimens varied nonlinearly with various factors (flaw angle, rock bridge length, and rock
bridge angle).

Barton [15] made fault rock samples by splitting rock blocks for a direct shear test
and found that the roughness of the fault plane will affect the shear strength and shear
displacement. To study the shear behavior of jagged fault rock samples under different
experimental conditions, Zhou et al. [16] made fault rock samples with different saw tooth
heights and conducted experiments. The results show that the strength of the fault increases
with the normal load and roughness height. As the shear rate increases, the strength of the
joint first increases and then decreases. Jafari [17] used similar materials to replicate the
rock samples of zigzag faults and natural faults and preliminarily analyzed the influence of
the shear rate and normal stress on fault shear. Mirzaghorbanali [18] conducted a shear
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test under constant normal stiffness through artificially prepared faults and discussed the
influence of the shear rate and normal stress on the shear properties of joints. In terms
of filled fault rocks, Xu Jiang [19] and other scholars carried out shear tests on unfilled
structural surfaces and structural surfaces filled with gypsum, cuttings, and yellow mud.
The results showed that the strength of the filling greatly affected the peak shear stress and
normal displacement of the filled structural surfaces from filling gypsum and rock cuttings
to yellow mud in descending order. Indraratna [20,21] and Papaliangas [22], through a
series of shear tests on filled clay-type faults, pointed out that the thicker the filling, the
smaller the shear strength of the structural plane rock, and when the filling degree of the
structural plane rock reaches a certain after a critical value, its shear strength will depend
entirely on the nature of the filling, and has nothing to do with the structural walls. In
the numerical simulation, As’habi studied the peak strength and damage modes of fault
rock samples under constrained and unconstrained conditions using discrete element
numerical simulation methods. The results show that if the sample has one or two parallel
joints, the strength obtained from the numerical method corresponds to the analytical
model. However, if the sample has two intersecting symmetrical joints, the concentration
of stress created at the vertices of the rock blocks increases the strength of the sample [23].
According to the shape of the fault surface and rock sample materials, the rock samples used
by most scholars at home and abroad can be divided into three categories: 1© regular jagged
artificial faults; 2© random surface morphology obtained by shearing or splitting intact
rocks; 3© samples with the same surface morphology obtained from similar materials [24].
However, these three types of rock samples are quite different from real reservoir faults
in terms of mechanical properties, fracture surface morphology, and roughness, and the
experimental results are not representative enough. Therefore, it is of great significance to
study the shear-slip mechanism of faults by preparing real natural fault planes in real rocks
in batches.

In this paper, high-precision scanners and engraving machines were used to reproduce
shear-type and tension-type faults in multiple rock samples. At the same time, three types
of fault gouge with different clay mineral contents were arranged in the two faults to form
fault rocks. The sample was used to study the effect of fault surface type and clay mineral
content in fault gouge on shear characteristics.

2. Fault Rock Shear Experiment

In order to study the strength variation law and influencing factors of the shearing
process of the two fault planes of the gas storage, this study uses the outcrop rock samples
corresponding to the reservoir of the gas storage and uses three-dimensional shape scanning
and high-precision engraving machine, which can reproduce a batch of rock samples with
true shear and tension fault plane characteristics can avoid the influence of the difference in
fault plane shape on the experimental results; at the same time, fault gouge is filled between
the upper and lower fault planes to simulate the gas storage fault to the greatest extent.

2.1. Experimental Scheme Design

In this experiment, two types of fault planes (shear fracture and tensile fracture) were
designed under three different clay mineral content fault gouge ratios (as shown in Table 1),
under four different normal stresses (2 MPa, 4 MPa, 6 MPa, and 8 MPa) direct shear
experiments to obtain cohesion, internal friction angle, and other parameters. According to
these three parameters, 24 groups of experiments were designed, and the main parameters
of the experiments are shown in Table 2:
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Table 1. Composition of three kinds of fault gouge.

Fault Gouge Type Mass Ratio Clay Mineral
Content (%)

NO. 1
Kaolin/Coarse parti-

cles/Montmorillonite/illite/Water/Hydroxypropyl
Methyl Cellulose = 30:20:37.5:12.5:60:2

49.4

NO. 2
Kaolin/Coarse parti-

cles/Montmorillonite/illite/Water/Hydroxypropyl
Methyl Cellulose = 30:30:30:10:60:2

43.2

NO. 3
Kaolin/Coarse parti-

cles/Montmorillonite/illite/Water/Hydroxypropyl
Methyl Cellulose = 30:40:22.5:7.5:60:2

37

Table 2. Experimental design.

Fault Model Experiment Number Fault Gouge Type Normal Stress (MPa)

Shear fault model

JQ-1

NO. 1

2
JQ-2 4
JQ-3 6
JQ-4 8
JQ-5

NO. 2

2
JQ-6 4
JQ-7 6
JQ-8 8
JQ-9

NO. 3

2
JQ-10 4
JQ-11 6
JQ-12 8

2.2. Experimental Sample Preparation
2.2.1. Preparation of Fault Plane

First, the outcrop rock sample is processed into a cube with a side length of 50 mm and
then put into the splitting device and the shearing box, respectively, and then the shearing
box and the splitting device are placed in the RJST-616 shear box as shown in Figure 2.
Experiments were carried out on the test bench, and under the action of certain parameters
(as shown in Table 3), the initial shear fault plane and tension fault plane were obtained, as
shown in Figure 3:
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Table 3. Experimental parameters of initial shear fault plane and tension fault plane.

Fault Model Parameter Normal Tangential

Shear fault model
Displacement velocity 0.1 KN/s 1 mm/min

Force/Displacement Target 15 KN 10 mm

Tension fault model
Displacement velocity 1 mm/min \

displacement target 10 mm \
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Figure 3. Initial fault plane ((a) is the upper surface of the shear fault model, (b) is the lower surface
of the shear fault model, (c) is the upper surface of the tensile fault model, (d) is the lower surface of
the tensile fault model).

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the fluctuation degree of the shear fault plane is
relatively large, while the fluctuation degree of the tension fault plane is much smaller
than that of the shear fault plane. To quantify the roughness of these two faults further, we
use Equations (2)–(6) to calculate their fractal dimension, and the calculation results are
2.097 and 2.116, respectively, indicating that the roughness of the shear fault plane made
in this paper is smaller than that of the tensile fault plane. Then, put the upper and lower
fault planes on the turntable of the OKIO-5M high-precision 3D shape scanner, paste the
reference points, scan, and obtain the 3D point cloud data of the fault plane after scanning.
Import the point cloud data into the high-precision engraving machine and engrave a batch
of fault rock samples containing real shear faults with the same shape and roughness, which
is convenient for providing a rock sample basis for subsequent single-variable experimental
research. The engraving process is as follows in Figure 4:
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Figure 4. Fault plane re-engraving flow chart.

As shown in Figure 5, the rock sample is placed in the splitting device, and the position
is adjusted using the adjustment bar. When the normal stress is applied, the upper and
lower pillow pins in the device can play a stress concentration effect, which will split the
rock sample along the middle.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of splitting device.

2.2.2. Fault Gouge Configuration

After making the fault plane, it is also necessary to evenly smear fault gouge on the
upper and lower surfaces of the fault model to maximize the fault with the gas storage.
The following are the configuration steps of fault mud:
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1© Dry the core and mineral powder that needs to be configured with fault gouge.
After the core is dried, it needs to be weighed and recorded. This step is to obtain the
content of the fault gouge in each sample after configuration.

2©Weigh out various mineral powders in strict accordance with the proportion re-
quirements (as shown in Figure 6), pour them into a container, and stir until the powder
is uniform. Weigh the weight of pure water according to the water content, sprinkle it on
the powder in batches, and stir while sprinkling until it is even. The observation of the
microstructure of fault gouge by scanning electron microscope shows that there is a tight
accumulation pattern between clay minerals and coarse particles; holes develop due to
particle shedding (Figure 7).
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3© Put the core into the mold. Put spacers under the cores to adjust the height so
that the fault gouge thickness of each core is consistent, and then fix the cores. Use a steel
ruler to spread the fault mud on the rock until it is flush with the surface of the mold. The
spreading process is shown in Figure 8:

4© Put the samples containing fault gouge in an oven to dry, weigh and record after
drying to ensure that the laying quality of the fault gouge remains within a certain range.

The fault model required for the experiment can be obtained according to the above-
mentioned fault surface engraving and fault gouge configuration process, and the ex-
perimental sequence number is compiled according to the requirement. The prepared
experimental model is shown in Figure 9:
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2.3. Experimental Steps

Put the prepared experimental sample into the RJST-616 shear tester shown in Figure 9,
set the experimental parameters according to the corresponding experimental design, and
start the shearing experiment. The experimental steps are as follows:

1© Take the dried sample out of the oven and cool it at room temperature for 12 h.
2© Put the cooled sample on the RJST-616 shear tester platform, and place it in the

upper and lower shear boxes, as shown in Figure 10:
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Figure 10. Fault rocks placed in the RJST-616 direct shear apparatus.

3© According to the experimental design plan, set the corresponding normal parame-
ters, the shear velocity is set to 1 mm/min, and the shear displacement is set to 6 mm;

4© First, preload vertically at a speed of 0.1 KN/S, stop after loading to a certain value
(0.5 KN), then perform a horizontal pre-run, let the jack head touch the lower shear box,
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and stop; then, run vertically, load the normal force to the value designed in the experiment.
Finally, stop; run horizontally, at last, to carry out the shearing experiment; when the
shearing displacement reaches the set 6 mm, the experiment will stop automatically.

5© Export the experimental data for analysis, retract the horizontal and vertical jacks,
and unload the experimental samples to facilitate the next experiment.

6© Put the upper and lower parts of the rock sample into the scanner after the experi-
ment, and scan the surface morphology of the fault after the experiment.

7© Repeat the process of 1©~ 6© for all groups of experiments.

3. Analysis of Experimental Results
3.1. Effect of Different Normal Stresses on Shear Properties

In the fault model shear experiment, the same fault type, the same fault gouge ratio,
and four different normal force shear deformation–shear force tangential curves are placed
in one graph as one group, a total of six groups of shear the stress–shear displacement
curves are shown in Figures 11 and 12. All six groups of curves rise sharply with the
increase of shear displacement and then tend to level off; the curve shapes are basically
consistent; both the peak shear strength and the residual strength increase with the increase
of normal stress. This is because when the shear stress is less than the maximum shear
stress under the experimental conditions, in the uniform increase in shear displacement of
the experimental mode, the greater the need to overcome the frictional force, so the shear
stress increases sharply; when the shear stress is equal to the maximum shear stress, to
reach dynamic equilibrium, the shear stress is not increasing.

Figure 11. The shear stress–shear displacement curves for shear fault surface filled with 3 types of
fault gouge ((a) is No. 1 fault gouge, (b) is No. 2 fault gouge, and (c) is No. 3 fault gouge).
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Figure 12. The shear stress–shear displacement curves of the tensile fault surface filled with three
types of fault gouge ((a) is No. 1 fault gouge, (b) is No. 2 fault gouge, (c) is No. 3 fault gouge).

When the same type of fault gouge is laid, the peak shear strength of fault rocks with
shear fault planes is significantly higher than that of tensional fault rocks (Figures 13 and 14)
because the shear fault planes are concave and convex under the action of normal stress,
the contact area between the upper and lower plates is larger than that of the tension fault
plane, the peak shear strength of the fault rock samples of these two types of faults is
roughly the same as that of the clay in the fault gouge decrease with a decrease in mineral
content. Basically, the maximum shear stress increases with the normal stress.
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Figure 13. The linear fitting relationship between the shear strength and the normal stress of the
fault rocks with three types of fault gouge ((a) is No. 1 fault gouge, (b) is No. 2 fault gouge, (c) is
No. 3 fault gouge) and shear fault plane.
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Figure 14. The linear fitting relationship between the shear strength and the normal stress of the
fault rocks with three types of fault gouge ((a) is No. 1 fault gouge, (b) is No. 2 fault gouge, (c) is
No. 3 fault gouge) and the tensile fault plane.

To further obtain the cohesive force and friction angle of these six groups of experi-
ments, according to the Mohr–Coulomb criterion shear strength formula:

τ = σn tan φ + c (1)

where τ is the peak shear strength, MPa; σn is the normal stress, MPa; φb is the friction
angle, ◦; c is the cohesive force, MPa.

The maximum shear stress and the corresponding normal stress obtained from these
six sets of experiments were fitted, and the fitting trends are shown in Figures 13 and 14,
from which it can be seen that the shear fault type and the tension fault type contain three
kinds of fault gouge The linear correlation coefficients between shear strength and normal
stress of fault rock samples are 0.99, 0.95, 0.91, 0.96, 0.97, and 0.96, respectively, all of which
have strong correlations, indicating that the fitting degree of these six groups of curves is
very high. Complies with the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. According to the shear strength
principle of the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, the intercept, and slope of the fitting curve are
the cohesion and friction angle of the fault rock sample. According to this method, two
fault-type fault planes with three different configurations of fault gouge are obtained. The
cohesion and friction angle of rock samples is shown in Table 4:

When the same type of fault gouge is laid, the cohesion and friction angle of the fault
rocks with shear fault planes are significantly higher than those of tension fault rocks. This
is because the shear fault surface has less roughness than the tension fault surface, while
the maximum elevation difference is much larger than that of the tension fault surface.
This makes the contact area of the rock fracture surface larger under the same normal
stress conditions and thus requires more resistance to overcome, showing the cohesion and
friction angle are greater.
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Table 4. Cohesion and friction angle obtained from the direct shear tests of two types of fault rocks
filled by different types of fault gouge.

Fault Model Group Number Cohesion (MPa) Friction Angle (◦) Clay Mineral
Content (%)

Shear fault model
Group 1 1.15 41.6 49.4
Group 2 1.79 38.4 43.2
Group 3 1.61 37.3 37.0

Tension fault
model

Group 4 0.83 25.2 49.4
Group 5 0.68 29.4 43.2
Group 6 0.31 26.1 37.0

3.2. Effects of Different Clay Mineral Contents on the Shear Properties of Fault Rocks

It can be seen from Table 4 that different clay mineral contents have a great influence
on the cohesion and friction angle, and the overall performance is as follows: with the
decrease of clay mineral content, the cohesion and friction angle gradually decrease. To
further analyze the influence of clay minerals on the shear stress–shear displacement curve,
the curves of fault gouge with the same normal force and different clay mineral contents are
drawn together, as shown in Figure 15. For fault rocks containing shear faults and tensional
faults, at the same normal stress, the peak shear stress generally shows a decreasing trend
as the content of clay minerals decreases. In fault gouge, the clay mineral component is very
fine compared to other components of the fault gouge. When it is filled in the middle of the
fault rock, it can effectively fill the gully between the fault planes and increase the contact
surface between the upper and lower surfaces. Therefore, at a certain filling thickness, the
greater the clay mineral content in the fault gouge, the larger the contact surface and the
greater the shear strength.
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3.3. Analysis of Fractal Dimension of Fault Surface Roughness

The elevation-based cube-covering method is widely used in the calculation of the
fractal dimension of fault surface roughness. When using the cube covering method to
measure a three-dimensional rough fracture surface, it is first necessary to mesh the space
where the fault surface is located; then, the number of boxes corresponding to different
sizes of boxes is obtained by the height value set method and the rounding method to
calculate its roughness degree fractal dimension. According to the difference between the
height value collection method and the rounding method, the current elevation-based cube
covering methods can be divided into the conventional cubic covering method (CCM),
improved cubic covering method (ICCM), difference differential cubic covering (DCCM)
and relative difference cubic covering (RDCCM) [25–28].

However, these four calculation methods are not very stable for fault surfaces with
different roughness. Therefore, a calculation method with better stability is proposed,
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the stable difference cube covering method (SDCCM), and the grid diagram is shown in
Figure 16, and its calculation formula is as follows:

Shc = {h1(i, j), h2(i, j + 1), hs(i + 1, j), h4(i + 1, j + 1)} (2)

hmax = max(Shc), hmin = min(Shc) (3)

Ni,j = INT[(hmax − hmin)/δ] + 1 (4)

N(δ) =
n−1

∑
i,j=1

Ni,j (5)

D = − lim
δi→0

log(N(δi))

log(δi)
(6)

where Shc represents the height value set of the method, Ni,j represents the number of
boxes needed at the Gridi,j grid; N(δ) represents the number of boxes required to cover the
entire fault plane; D is the fractal dimension of the fault surface roughness; δi is the size
and length of the cube box unit;
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We used the Python programming language; the method is programmed, and after
the sheared fault plane is scanned by a 3D shape scanner, the program is used to calculate
the fractal dimension of the sheared fault plane roughness, and the calculation results are
as shown in Figure 16:

It can be seen from Figure 17 that the fractal dimension of the roughness of the tension-
type fault surface model is like that of the shear-type fault surface model after laying the
same type of fault gouge shearing, and the difference is very small. This is because after
laying the gouge, under the current experimental conditions, the shearing only occurs in
the gouge laid in the middle, and the initial fault surface has not been sheared yet. It can be
seen from Figure 17a,b that the type of fault gouge has no obvious effect on the roughness
of the two models after shearing; it can be seen from Figure 17c,d that the two models The
fractal dimension of roughness tends to decrease with the increase of normal stress. Under
the same model and fault gouge test conditions, the greater the normal stress, the greater
the compaction between the upper and lower plates of the fault model, and the stronger
the interaction between the fault gouge during the direct shear process and the height of
the change value is also smaller. Therefore, it can be concluded that the type of fault gouge
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has no obvious effect on the post-shear roughness, but normal stress influences it. The rule
is that the greater the normal stress, the smaller the fractal dimension of the roughness.
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4. Conclusions

The contact mode of the fault surface and the nature of the weak filling (or fault gouge)
within the fault have an important influence on the friction characteristics and fault move-
ment of the fault. This paper considered two different types of fault surfaces (tensile type
and shear type) and three different clay mineral contents of self-made fault gouge to study
the law of shear properties of fault rocks, and some conclusions are obtained, as follows:

(1) High-precision engraving machines and high-precision 3D scanners are used to repro-
duce shear and tension faults, ensuring the comparability of faults. Fault rocks with
different properties of fault gouge are closer to the properties of real fault zones.

(2) Under the same experimental conditions, the shear strength of the shear-type fault
surface model is higher than that of the tensile-type fault surface model, which means
that the tensile-type fault zone is more likely to slip and activate during the injection
and production process of the gas reservoir. Compared with the influence of clay
mineral content in fault gouges, the roughness of the fault plane has a greater influence
on the shear strength of fault rocks.

(3) Within the same type of fault surface, the higher the clay mineral content in the fault
gouge, the greater the shear strength of the fault rock.

(4) Under the same fault model and normal stress conditions, fault gouge has no obvious
influence rule on the roughness of the shear fault surface; under the same fault model
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and fault gouge conditions, the greater the normal stress, the smaller the roughness of
the shear fault surface.

(5) Due to the limitations of the experimental equipment, the fault plane was set to a
horizontal state, which differs somewhat from the actual fault plane. However, by
converting the stress state and dip angle of the actual fault plane, a similar method can
be used. When the fault dip angle is small and the stress on the ground is the same,
the roughness of the contact surface after activation is relatively small. Therefore, in
the construction and operation stages of gas storage tanks, it is necessary to focus on
faults with small dip angles and tensile-type faults as much as possible.
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